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ABSTRACT
The Qweak project is seeking to find new physics beyond the Standard Model. It 
is aimed to measure the weak charge of the proton, which has never been measured, at 
4% precision at low momentum transfer. The experiment is performed by scattering 
electrons from protons and exploiting parity violation in the weak interaction at low 
four-momentum transfer.
In this experiment, two measurements were considered: which are elastic and 
inelastic. The elastic is to measure the proton’s weak charge. In addition, the 
inelastic asymmetry measurement, which will extract the low energy constant riA. 
That measurement works in the neutral current sector of the weak interaction.
Qweak measures the asymmetry in the N-4 A transition. Because the elastic 
radiative tail gives a dominant contribution to the uncertainty to the N—» A asymmetries, 
this thesis will discuss the radiative correction. In addition, this thesis will describe in 
details the extensive simulations preformed to determine the impact of all simulated 
background processes on extracting the PV N— A asymmetries. In the process of 
verifying the validity of these background fractions, we determined the best value 
of a quantity measured during the Qweak experiment: the beam normal single spin 
asymmetry, Bn, in the N—» A transition.
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For all of recorded human history, scientists have been discovering and establishing 
new physics theories and phenomena. W ith the prediction of the quark structure of 
hadrons, the Standard Model of particles and interactions was formed. The Standard 
Model was developed in 1970. It explains the relationship between the particles and 
three of the main forces. The four fundamental forces are the strong force, the weak 
force, the electromagnetic force, and the gravitational force. The gravitational force 
is the weakest among the forces, and the Standard Model doesn’t include it.
The strong force is the strongest force among them, while the weak force is only 
stronger than the gravitational force. The weak force and electromagnetic force 
are very similar, however the electromagnetic force conserves parity while the weak 
force violates parity. ” Parity is a transformation of spatial coordinates such that all 
coordinates are reversed” [5]. These forces are mediated by the interaction of their 
force carrier particles. The force carrier particles are called bosons. The strong force 
is mediated by the interaction of gluons, the boson for the electromagnetic force is 
the photon, and, the weak force’s bosons are Z and W ± bosons[9].
1.1 M otivation
Although the Standard Model is the best physics model so far, it is not complete.
It doesn’t answer all questions. The Standard Model continues to be tested experimentally. 
The prediction of The Standard Model for the weak charge of the proton is
1
2
Q™ =  1 -  Asin29w (1.1)
where 8w is the weak mixing angle which relates the electromagnetic and weak 
interactions. The value of sin26w is approximately 1/4 making 8 ^  a small quantity 
and therefore difficult to measure. While this is the Standard Model prediction, it 
has never been measured.
1.2 Introduction of the Qweak Experiment
The Qweak project is seeking to find new physics beyond the Standard Model. It 
is aimed to measure the weak charge of the proton, which has never been measured, 
at 4% precision at low momentum transfer.
The experiment was performed at Jefferson Laboratory in Newport News, Virginia. 
Many universities, professors, and students are involved. To make the experiment 
happen, an accelerator was built under the ground of Jefferson Lab. The accelerator’s 
job is to make the electron beam at a given energy. Figure 1.1 shows a sketch of the 
accelerator. The final electron beam is steered into three halls. These halls are divided 
such that each of them receives a portion of the electron beam with a unique energy. 
Moreover, each hall has its own staff and researchers, who are focusing on special 
criteria. The Qweak experiment was located in hall C. The physical experiment was 
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Figure 1.1: A sketch of the accelerator in Jefferson Lab.
The experiment was performed by scattering electrons from protons and exploiting 
parity violation in the weak interaction at low four-momentum transfer. Electron 
scattering is usually used in many physics experiments because electrons don’t have 
internal structure, and all electron interactions with the other particles are well known.
In this experiment, two measurements were considered. The measurements are 
elastic and inelastic scattering. The elastic measurement is the primary measurement 
to measure the proton’s weak charge. In addition, the inelastic asymmetry measurement 
is the secondary measurement, which will extract the low energy constant dA. That 
measurement works in the neutral current sector of the weak interaction.
In the Qweak target, electrons are scattered from protons in a liquid hydrogen 
target. Moreover, there are eight main detectors in the Qweak apparatus positioned 
symmetrically around the beam. The scattered electron beam hits the eight detectors.
The scattered electrons generate Cerenkov radiation in the detectors. The photomultiplier 
tubes (PMTs), which are attached to the detectors, collect the Cerenkov light and 
convert it into a current pulse, which is digitalized and read out by computer and 
analyzed. Figure 1.2 shows a sketch of the Qweak apparatus. Figure 1.3 shows the 
actual equipment during the installation phase.
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Figure 1.2: A sketch of the Qweak apparatus.
Figure 1.3: The Qweak equipment during installation.
Two measurements are extracted from the experiment. The important measurement 
is the weak charge of the proton. That is extracted from the elastic scattering between 
electrons and protons due to parity violation. Parity is that the transformation of 
the coordinates of space will be inverted. The other measurement is inelastic electron 
proton scattering. The purpose of it is to extract the low energy constant d&. This
5
constant is part of the weak interaction between the quarks in the protons and the 
electrons. The quantity is a low energy constant in the weak Lagrangian.
Qweak measures the asymmetry in the N—» A transition. Because the elastic 
radiative tail gives a dominant contribution to the uncertainty to the N—>■ A asymmetries, 
this research will discuss the radiative correction, while the bulk of this work will 
describe in detail the extensive simulations performed to determine the impact of all 
simulated background processes on extracting the PV N-> A asymmetries.
Chapter 2 
RADIATIVE CORRECTION
W hat are radiative corrections, and why are they important? Radiative corrections 
are an important part of physics in general. They is dominated by electrons radiating 
photons. They are calculated to acquire the nucleon form factors, among other 
observables. It is critical to apply those to electron-proton scattering. In addition, 
they acquire the contribution of the two-photon exchange diagrams. The radiative 
correction results in a change in the cross section for electron scattering from any 
nuclear target. In any experiment, especially in the electron-proton scattering, if the 
radiated correction is not calculated correctly, any extracted information may not be 
reliable.
2.1 Radiative Tails Calculation
Tsai [1] proved that the unpolarized target system radiated tail can be calculated 
correctly in the lowest order of a, where a  is a fine structure constant that can be 
calculated via
where e is the electron charge, c is the speed of light and h is Planck’s constant[2]. 
That is only if the system is assumed to have only a one photon exchange contributation, 
and if the electron and hadron bremsstrahlung’s interference terms are neglected. 
Finally, it is a crucial correction if the system detects only scattered electrons. The
6
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radiative tail is calculated because the one photon exchange model for non-radiative 
cross section relies on the same two factors as the radiative cross section. The non 
radiative cross section formula can be written as
da
dftdp
/ 2a2E2M\  ,  1 r ,  9 .1
= (  ^ " ) cos 2° F (q ’ Mf2)
A E sEpsm* ( )
M 2 =  M 2 +  2M(ES — Ev) +  q2,
(2.3)
(2.4)
where Es is the energy of the incident electrons, Ep is the energy of the scattered 
electrons, M is the mass of the initial hadronic system, M / is the mass of final hadronic 
system, and 6 is the scattering angle. The two factors have to be normalized by the 
non-radiative cross section
F(q2, M 2) = F i(q‘ ) S ( M ' j - M 2) (2.5)
G(q2,M j)  =  Gi(q2)6(M2 -  M 2) (2 .6)
M f  and M f  are equal if the final hadronic system is discrete, and j correspond to the 
jth  discrete level. For elastic scattering j is equal to 0. Applying the normalized form 




[1 +  ESM  *(1 — cos#)] lcos2- $ +  -g jta n 2 l / G f y 2) (2.7)
The discrete final hadronic state radiative tail is calculated via,
a 3En u>d(cos9k)d2ajr
dtldp (27r)2M E s J 2q2(uo — |u | cos#*:)
’2tt
( 2 .8 )
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where
B^T^r  =  M2Fj(q2)<
—m
(pky
2 Es(Ep +  to) +  - q 2
—m*
(sky
2 Ep(Es +  u)  +
+
(sk)(pk)
{m 2(sp -  J 2) +  (ps)[2EsEp -  (ps) +  w(Es -  £ p)]}
+  (pk) 1[2(ESEP +  E su  +  El)  +  - q 2 -  (sp) -  m 2] -  (sk )- l
[2(EsEp +  Evu  +  E 2) +  - q 2 -  (sp) -  m 2
}





| + 4  +
4 (ps)(ps — 2m2) 
(pk)(sk)
+  (2ps +  2m2 -  q2)[(pk) 1 -  (sk) *]
where q2 is the four momentum transfer to the proton target squared
q2 =  2m2 — 2ESEP +  2|s||p |cos# +  2 M 2 — 2co(Es — Ep) — 2cu|u|cos0
and u  is the photon energy
1 u2 — M 2
co = -------------- -— .




Equation 2.8 is easily integrated over 4> by applying some integration formulas giving,
d 2(rj r  _
dttdp (2 tt y E s }
ud(cos6k)




(a2 -  f>2)3/2
2 Es(Ep+u) +
2'Ka'm2
2 Ep(Es +uj) + ■ 47T
(a2 — 62)1/2 (a'2 — b'2)1/2
27T
(a '2 _  fc'2)3/2
\rn2(sp — u 2) +  (sp) 2EsEp-{sp )+ u j(Es - E p) |
+
+
(a2 -  b2)1/2 
2n
(a'2 -  6'2)1/2 
+  Gj{q2) 
(  11
+  8n
2(E sEp +  Esu  +  E 2) +  -^—  (sp) +  m 2
2 (EsEp +  EpUi +  E 2) +  —  (sp) +  m 2
2 n a  2 t x o I
+(a2 _  52)3/2 (a'2_fc'2)3/2
I (sp)(sp — 2m2)
(a2 — 62)1/2 (a'2 — 6'2)1/2/
+  e7r[(a2 -  f>2) - 1/2 -  (a'2 -  b'2) - 1/2](2sp +  2m2 -  92)^ (2.12)
After that, the radiative correction to the continuum state needs to be calculated. 
It will be derived from a series of Equations. First the radiative cross section, 
regardless of straggling effects, is calculated via,
< 2 1 3 >
where
10
's J - 1
d(cos9k)
‘Wmax (cOS Ofo )
(2.15)
and (~ ^ ) { E S,E P) is the continuum non radiative cross section, $(x) is the Spence
function which is defined in Equation 2.40 below. Then, the peaking approximations 
method is used to integrate the cross section formula.
(a)-(c) show radiative tails from the elastic peak in electron-proton scattering. The 
Equation took the following parameters, the incident electrons have energy of 20 GeV, 
the angle of scattering is 5°, and the energy of the scattered electrons is 18 GeV for 
(a), 12 GeV for (b), and 6 GeV for (c).
These plots can be interpreted in the following way. When 9k is equal to 9S or 9p, 
then the integrand peaks strongly, which means that most of the photons are emitted 
in those directions. There are two peaks in the plot: the s peak, which refers to 
the direction of the incident electron, and the p peak, which refers to the direction of 
scattered electrons. The width of those peaks is calculated by (m / E s)5 and (m / E p)5, 
respectively, due to increasing and deceasing of some parameters, and E s is higher 
than Ep. It is noted in (b) and (c) that when Ep is small, a third peak near cos9 =  1 
is appears. This peak is not considered, therefore the peaking approximation at low 
energy is not considered trustworthy.
Figure 2.1 (d),(e), and (f) represent radiative tails from the elastic peak in muon-proton 
scattering. The parameters that were used to make the plots were: the incident muons 
have energy of 20 GeV, the angle of scattering is 5°, and the energy of the scattered 
muons have energy of 18.3 GeV for (d), 12.5 GeV for (e), and 6 GeV for (f). These
2.2 Peaking Approximation
Mo and Tsai[l] used their cross section formula to achieve the peaking approximation 
formula. They integrated Equation 2.12 to show examples of peaking. Figure 2.1
plots show that muon-proton scattering doesn’t have nearly as prominent peaks 
shown in electron-proton scattering, but they are present nonetheless.
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Figure 2.1: Integrand of Equation 2.12 to show peaking
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To obtain the peaking approximating Mo and Tsai [1] started from radiative 
formula Equation 2.8. They assumed that the parts that contain (sk )~2 and (sfc)"1
in the Equation only add value to the s peak, while the p peaks are only affected by
terms that do not contain (sk) or (pk) are adding an equal amount of value to the 
s peak and p peak. The terms that contain (sk) or (pk) in the denominator are the 
crucial part of the Equation. Therefore, these terms are integrated. The variables 
that associate with these terms are calculated with regards to their associated peak. 
Finally, the approximation peak was expressed as
The effect of electron straggling in the target has to be taken into account. That 
is due to the effect that the internal bremsstrahlung effect is equal to the effect of 
two external radiators. The radiators are placed before and after the scattering with 
thickness
the Equation parts that contain (pk) 2 and (pk) h Moreover, they assumed that the
i M  +  (Es — ws)(l -  cosd) 
s M  -  Ep(l -  cos9)
X ^ ( E a- w a) + w ; 1tpdajdn(Es) (2.16)
where
ws = 7̂ (u2 -  M f) / [M  -  Ep( 1 -  cosO)] (2.17)
and
w p = \ ( u2 ~ M j) / [M  -  Es( 1 -  cosO)]. (2.18)
2.3 Straggling Effect
( 2 . 1 9 )
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where q is the four-momentum transfer, and m is the electron mass. Bethe and Heitler 
[10], came up with a formula to calculate the straggling effects,
I{Eq, E, t ) — Eq
^ { E o / E f ^ - 1
r(t/ln2)
(2 .20)
I (E 0, E, t)dE  is a function that calculates the probability of finding an electron that 
has initial energy of E0 and travelled a distance t in the target in the energy interval 
dE. This formula has some flaws; such as that it does not provide an acceptable 
accuracy. Therefore, Mo and Tsia [1] modified it to get more accurate straggling
I{E0,E , t )  = bt{E0 - E ) - 1 +
E  3 E p -










1 Z  + 1 
9 ~Z + l
In (1440Z)
( l n ^ Z s ) ) - 1 (2 .22)
(2.23)
In {133Z)~
Mo and Tsia [1] claimed that this Equation is ’’accurate to within 1% in the range 
(0.5.Eo < E E q) and within 2% in the range 0.05i?o < E  < E0r‘. It was proven by 
Bethe and Heitler[10] that if the bremsstrahlung cross section was calculated by
da
dE -G&)Mf)]£o' - i (2.24)
then,
I (E 0, E , t )  — E(
. M E o/ E ) ^ - 1
T(bt)
(2.25)
where A  is atomic weight, N  is Avogadro’s number, and X 0 is the radiation length. 
Furthermore, when bt is small then,




If the electron interacts with the atoms in the target only one time, then I(Eo, E, t ) 
will only equal the first part of the Equation. Therefore, an accurate method of 
calculation of da/dE  needs to be used:
where X q is a unit radiation length that was defined by Bethe and Ashkin[ll],
If b is calculated from Equation 2.22, then da/dE  will agree for both the Mo and 
Tsai and Bethe and Heitler Equation within 10% when E  =  .35Eq. However, they
the electron hit the atoms several times. It should be correct within the energy 
rage 0.35£o < E  < E0. It should be less than one when E > 0.37E0, and larger 
than one when E  < 0.37Eq. From Equation 2.21 came an equation to calculate the 
fraction of electrons. The electrons will be with initial energy E q , and energy range 
Ea  < E  < Eq after scattering from a target with thickness t,
If an electron scattered through a large angle 6 3> rn/E q , target of thickness T, and 
a cross section (da /  d£ldEp){E's, E'p,9) = a(E's, E'p)\ then, the measured cross section
(2.27)
(2.28)
will disagree if E  < 0.35-Eo- (lnEo/E)bt is a correction factor that applies when
=  exp (2.29)
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due to straggling is
at(Es, Ep, T) = dat/dQdE(Es, Ep, T)
/J  o T  Ep m axE s m in  (E p )  (Ep)>p
(2.30)
where E s min(Ep) is the minimum allowed value of Es when E'p = Ep. Epmax(E 's) 
is the maximum value of Ep. This Equation calculates the elastic peak radiative 
correction straggling effects. Also, it calculates the elastic peak radiative tail straggling 
effect. It differs from the previous point by only measuring Ep not equal to Epmax.
Perturbation theory is used to find the solutions that will help calculate the 
radiative correction. Perturbation theory is a systematic correction scheme to find an 
approximate solution, order by order in a small parameter relevant to the problem 
being solved.
2.4.1 Radiative Correction to the Elastic Peak
Schwinger [1] was involved in calculating the radiated correction to elastic peak 
due to this correction. Figure 2.2 shows the Feynman diagram representing electron 
proton elastic scattering At first he calculated it for potential scattering. Then, he 
concluded that the measured cross section and lowest order of cross section, which 
is known as Born approximation, are related to each other by a special factor. The 
factor was 1+5.












A E  12.0
(2.33)
and ^|meas is the measured cross section, ^ | bo™ is the lowest order cross section, q 
is the four-momentum transfer, E is the energy of scattered electrons, and AE is the 
energy range over which the approximation is considered valid.
Figure 2.2: Feynman diagram for electron-proton elastic scattering
The Schwinger method works well for potential scattering. However in his Equation, 
as AE approaches zero, 8 will approaches negative infinity. Then, ~ \ meas will approach 
negative infinity as well. That is a non-physical result. In the physical world, if AE 
goes to zero, 5 should be also zero. This problem arises due to the ignored photon 
emission. Mo and Tsai suggested that if the system needs, a higher order radiative 
correction, then 5 is changed to es.
After that other scholars worked on modifying Schwinger’s Equations to fit any 
system. In Yennie and Suura’s work[12) and Yennie, Frautschi, and Suura’s work[13], 
they verified that a part of the <5, which is the infrared divergent 8inf  in Equation 2.32 





The S term consists of mainly three parts: infrared, vertex (Figure 2.3 shows its 
Feynman diagram) and vacuum (Figure 2.4 shows its Feynman diagram) , which is 
” the vacuum polarization due to the electron pair in the bubble” . 8vnj- was defined in 
Equation 2.34. The other parts are defined as follows:
(2.35)
. /2 .0 a \ r 5 , ( - q ‘ \
vertex ~ h r ) .  ~ 4 v ) (2.36)
Figure 2.3: Feynman diagram of the 5 Vertex
e-
Figure 2.4: Feynman diagram of the 5 Vacuum
However, (Svertex +  Svac)2 only gives 0.7 % of the energy. While einf is an important 
part because AE is usually kept small due to the omission of the pion threshold. 
Another problem with the Schwinger Equations is that the momentum transfer | — q2\ 
was not checked. If the moment transfer is larger than or equal to the target particle 
mass, then a new calculation is required. In that case, target recoil kinematical effects 
and photon emission dynamical effects are must be considered in the 6 value.
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Tsai modified Schwinger’s Equation to include those effects to 5. He expresses it 
as follows:
'  = V  (I - T  (tâ) + -1 + + (21"S “3 “ 4
1 T /?4 j®4 T M+ *  in—£ =  ( -  2)  + *  { I  in I ± f i  In 
M  v & E \ l 3 4 1 - &  )  ^ 4  \ 2  l - / ? 4 2M
E i - M \ *  /1  + /84N *" 
E4 +  M /  V1 - ^
$
M  -  E3 
E i
\  /  y  / 2 g ,(M -J S ,)V
/ \ 2 E 3El - M E 1)  \ 2 E 3Et - M E 3J
2E3E4 — MEi  M
* , . g l Z ^ W  M (jg4 -  ^ 3) \  / 2El(g 4 - ^ 3 ) \
\ 2 E i E4 - M E 3J \ 2 E i Ea -  M E 3JEs
Ei ( m  -  E2
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E4 - M \ ^
EA +  M })' (2.37)
Meister and Yenni[14] also edited Schwinger’s Equation to take into account the 
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Here £ 4  is the energy of the incident electron, E 3 is the energy of the scattered 
electron, and E4 is the energy of the recoil nucleus, m  is the mass of the electron, M 
is the mass of the target particle, and Z is the target particle atomic number. The
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sign of Z is changed based on the incident particle e. When the incident particle is 
an electron e~, then Z is positive, whereas Z is negative if the incident particle is 
position e+. 77 =  AE  is equal to AE3, and they are equal if Epeak — Emm. /?4 
is the target particle velocity. /3 is a step function that was defined in Meister and 
Yenni’s paper[14] as
/3(x) = (ln2x)0(l — x) (2.39)
$  is the Spence function which is defined as
$ ( x ) =  r _ I 1 ~  y| dy. (2.40)
Jo y
Mo and Tsia[l] have compared the numerical values of Equations 2.37 and 2.38. 
Both Equations give the exact results for electron proton scattering. If Z becomes
larger, Equation 2.37 is better than Equation 2.38, and Equation 2.37 gives an
acceptable answer. The source of the difference in the results of these Equations is 
the Spence function. Meister and Yenni[14] used approximation methods to calculate 
the Spence function as the following
^  / x 1 9 1 X 2 „ , .$(x) =  x + - x  + - x 3 + ... +  — if \x \<  1 ;
4 9 n 2
$(1) =  ~7r and $ ( - 1 )  =  - t ir 2;
1 1 (2'41)
$(x) =  ——In2 |x| +  -7r2 — $ { -  ) if x > 1;
2 3 \ x /
$(x) =  —̂ ln2 |x| +  ^ 7r2 — if x < — 1 ;
Beyond those limits, the results get more approximate: if |x| < 1, then 4>(x) =  0, and 
if \x\ > 1, then 4>(x) =  — |ln 2 |x|. This approximation is not useful because it causes 
an increase in the error by 1%. Since the Equation is using many Spence functions, 
the error is hard to calculate. Furthermore, this approximation gives an incorrect <5 
when Z is large.
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Another reason to calculate 8 is to understand the contributions to the real part 
of the two-photon exchange diagram. Both Tsai and Meister and Yenni[14] did not 
fully manage the two-photon exchange diagrams. They ignored the effects of the 
two-photon exchange diagrams’ strong interactions. They only used the diagrams to 
find terms that can be substituted in the infrared divergence in real photon emission. 
Tsai only extracted the infrared terms. To achieve that, he used a well defined 
function:
After the infrared term k(pi,pj) is extracted from each diagram and is subtracted 
from the cross section, the remainder contributes only 0 .1%, which is a small contribution 
to the cross section. On the other hand, Meister and Yenni[14] extracted spin-convection 
terms in addition to the infrared terms. They used complicated procedures to extract 
their terms.
Since both methods achieve their results via different paths, it is not clear which 
one represented the two-photon exchange accurately. These methods can be chosen 
and used based on the researcher’s convenience. Also, before choosing the preferable 
method, the diagram must be assembled and add back the subtracted terms.
Another scholar, Erickson[15], computed the two-photon exchange contribution to 
electron-muon scattering. He also computed the diagrams’ contributions to the cross 
section without the infrared contributions. Erickson’s work is significant because 
it allows the comparison between the difference in electron-proton scattering and a 
model of the strong interaction in the two-photon exchange interaction.
Furthermore, the radiative correction may be combined with the effects of straggling 
in the target by
(2.42)
Py = P i y  + (1 -  y ) P i




where T is target thickness, tiw is the initial window thickness, t fw is the final window 
thickness, and bw and b are approximately | ,  however they can be calculated using 
Equation 2.22.
The term St in muon elastic scattering can be approximated to zero. That is due 
to the fact that muon bremsstrahlung in the target is very small in comparison with 
electron bremsstrahlung. Furthermore, if the muon has small mass computed to its 
energy and momentum transfer, then Equations 2.37 and 2.38 can be updated. Each 
m  may be changed to mM. Additionally, 5vac (Equation 2.35) may be added to 6. 
The order of magnitude of the ratio between muon radiative correction and electron 
radiated correction cross sections is given by:
factor from the experiment. The radiative tail in the deep inelastic region is calculated 
by adding the straggling effects in the target and the internal bremsstrahlung. The 
final formula is
On the other hand, it is more complex to calculate the radiative correction to the 
spectrum. That is due to the fact that its form factors need to be filtered before they 
can be applied into the Equation. The proton’s elastic form factors are calculated via
(2.45)
2.5 Elastic Radiative Tail
The elastic peak radiative tail is calculated directly after collecting the elastic form
daott(Es, Ep, T) daott(Es, Ep) 
dQdEp dQdEv
(2.46)
p  ( n2\  4 ( G g  +  7 G ^ )
F»(? > -  — r + 7 )
(2.47)
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Go(q2) =  ~q2G2m, (2.48)




2.6 Radiative Correction to
Continous Spectra
The next step, after subtracting the elastic radiative tail from the inelastic spectra, 
is to calculate the radiative correction for the spectrum’s continuous part. The 3-3 or 
A resonance is used to calculate the radiative correction. A resonance is a compound 
state that forms in the low energy region. First, the 3-3 resonance non-radiative cross 
section is calculated by Equation 2.2 where the form factors are
F(g2, M 2) = (-?f )G2(g2, M 2), 




Gi(q2,M j)  = ( ^ ) G 2(q2, M 2)





(Mf  +  M ’  -  „ 2 )
Ei ~  — m j — ’ ( ]
M33 =  1.236 GeV, (2.57)
r  (M 2) =  0.1293 GeV (2-58)v 3 ’ 1 +  [0.85(p*/m,r)2] v '
(M f - M 2 +  r a 2) 2 2
P = 1  (2M,) I * - " 1?’ <2'59>
[C3(9 2)MP]2 =  2.052exp [—6.3(—<j2) [1 +  9 ( -q 2)^}. (2.60)
The spectrum will then be affected by the straggling of the electron in the target. 
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Here da/dflEp(Es,E p) is the non radiative cross section, T is the target thickness, 
tiw is the initial window thickness, t fw is the final window thicknessand 5r is obtained 
via Equation 2.14. The terms tr and Sr are used to approximate the photon emission 
effects in internal bremsstrahlung.
The non radiative cross section can be calculated using Equation 2.61. Equation 
2.61 is equivalent to
^  (£.> -Ep) =  d,7,r} Z l Ep) exP [-(*• +  4-)] exP M <  -  wdQdEp v s’ p' dttdE,
P E S-  A
M \ ( W  /  dE'  , ,  , da
+ \ E P) /  E ' - E s^ Xs)dndEp { s , p )
P J  E sm in(E p) S P
p  E pm ax(Es)
/ A \ ( V 2 )/. /  dE'  , N da , , ,
+ ( y )  /  E'p - E p^ Xp^dndEip^Es,Ep') (2'63)
J e p+ a  p  p  p
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where
7p(xs) = {ta +  (bwtiw + \bT)[xs +  ^(1 -  z s)2]}(ln — )fs,
2 4 x s
if){xp) =  {tp +  (bwtfw + \bT)[xp +  ^(1 -  xp)2]}(ln-i-)/p.
£ TC CCp
The last Equation suggests that in any region, the non radiative cross section can be
obtained from the measured cross section. Furthermore, if the cross section of any area
of the spectrum is known, then the cross section of its neighbor can be obtained from 
it. That is very crucial because cross sections can be calculated without collecting all 
the data from the experiment.
2.7 Conclusion
Figure 2.5 shows examples of radiative tails from electron-proton and muon-proton 
elastic scattering. The parameters for these curves are Es =  20 GeV, 0 = 5°. The 
continuous curve is the elastic radiative tail curve from electron-proton scattering, 
which was calculated by Equation 2.12. The dashed curve also is an elastic radiative 
tail from electron-proton scattering. However, the curve was generated by using 
equivalent radiators. Continuous curves that represent the radiative corrected 3-3 
resonance radiative tails are also shown. Dashed curve represents a 3-3 resonance 
radiative tail that is obtained using Equation 2.12. The dot-dashed curve is the 
radiative tail from muon-proton scattering. These curves represent the nature of the 
radiative tails from electron-proton and muon-proton scattering. They also represent 
the accuracy of the used formula. Figure 2.5 shows that the elastic peak radiative 
tail is larger than the 3-3 resonance radiative tail.
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Figure 2.5: Radiative tails examples
There are many methods to calculate the radiative correction; however they have 
uncertainties for two reasons. First, the multiple photon exchange that is transferred 
between hadron and electron currents, and the second reason are the photon emission 
effects.
Radiative corrections can be treated in a few steps. After the experiment is 
finished and the results are extracted, the various formulae should be tested until 
it matches the data as closely as possible. Then, using the form factor Equations, 
the form factors Gs(q2) and Gm(q2) can be obtained. After that, the elastic peak 
radiative tail should be calculated and subtracted from the inelastic spectrum. Then, 




The simulation was performed under the Geant4 platform. Geant4[3] is a physics 
simulation platform that uses Monte Carlo methods. Since there are a huge amount 
of data generated from the simulation, the Root framework [4] is used. Root is a data 
analysis framework that processes, analyzes, visualizes, and stores the data. Root is 
written in C ++ , therefore, C + +  is mainly used in the simulation and data analysis.
In the simulation kit, the reaction regions represent the electron target in the 
physical experiment and its surrounding area. Reaction region 1 represents the 
liquid hydrogen target (LH2)• Reaction regions 2 and 3 represent the front entrance 
and back exit aluminum windows respectively. These windows correspond to the 
aluminum that encloses the LH2. The other 9 reaction regions are dummy targets 
for the surrounding area of the target. Their purpose is to count the pure aluminum 
and carbon that are used in the experiment for other reasons.
Furthermore, the simulation framework consists of 17 reaction types. Reaction 
types hold the physical models in the experiment. These models describe the particle 
interactions in the experiment. In this work we only used four reaction types: electron 
proton elastic scattering, electron aluminum elastic scattering, radiative scattering, 
and electron pion electro-production.
The simulation of the experiment started with only 10,000 events. At the end 
of the study, it ended up with 4 million events. During the testing, only a few 
QTor values were included. QTor is the value of the magnetic spectrometer current.
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However, at the end we had 32 QTor values for 1.16 GeV, and 14 QTor values for 
0.877 GeV.
The physical experiment has eight main detectors. As for the simulation, all the 
testing was done for one octant which is octant 7. Later, when we had a successful 
simulation and data analysis for this octant, we included all the octants.
3.1 Simulation Parameters
3.1.1 Incident Beam Energy, Spectrometer Current, 
and Electron Prime Window
In this study, there are two beam energies that have been simulated: Incident 
Beam Energy 1.16 GeV and Incident Beam Energy 0.877 GeV.
The current driving the magnetic spectrometer through which the electrons scattered 
in the target traverse is called QTor. It is measured by the unit, Amps (A). The 
simulated QTors range from 2000 to 9000 A. The step size was chosen to match 
measurements made in the physical experiment. Figure 3.1 shows the implementation 
of the QTor magnetic spectrometer in the physical experiment.
Figure 3.1: QTor magnet spectrometer.
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For the purpose of this study, the important QTor points are elastic peak and 
Delta( A) peak. The A peak is at QTor =  6700 A which is the point where inelastically 
scattered electrons creating the A are at their maximum yield in this particular 
experiment. The elastic peak, which is at QTor =  8921A is the highest point in the 
elastic yield.
The electron prime window is the energy width of the scattered electron beam. 
At the beginning of this study, the electron window width was changed depending on 
the QTor current. Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 show the assigned electron beam energy 
window for QTor =  3000, 6700, and 9000 A respectively. After some tests, it was 
concluded that the window should be wide open during all simulations. Figures 3.5, 
3.6, and 3.7 show the wide open electron beam energy window for QTor =  3000, 6700, 
and 9000 A respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Electron prime window for QTor =  3000 A.
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Figure 3.3: Electron prime window for QTor =  6700 A.
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Figure 3.4: Electron prime window for QTor =  9000 A.
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Figure 3.7: Open electron prime window for QTor =  9000 A.
3.1.2 Angles
This experiment depends on two angles. Theta angle (9) which is the angle of 
the scattered electron beam. It is ranged from 5.5 degrees to 12 degrees. Figure 3.8 
shows a plot for 9 angle for all QTor currents. The Phi angle (4>) is ranged from -16 
degrees to 16 degrees, and represents the azimuthal angle around the incident beam 
direction for one octant.
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Figure 3.8: Theta angle for electron proton scattering.
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3.1.3 Four M omentum Q2
The four momentum Q2 in this experiment is plotted in Figure 3.9. It is calculated 
via this Equation:
Qz = ~  2 (3.1)
1 +  2 4 s in  I  ̂ ’
4E2sin2f  
’—si 2
' M  2
where E is the incident electron energy, 6 is the scattering angle and M the proton 
mass [6].
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Figure 3.9: Four momentum energy Q2
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3.1.4 Invariant Mass of the Experiment W
The invariant mass of the scattered electrons of the experiment, W, in this experiment 
is plotted in Figure 3.10. It is calculated as
W 2 = E 2 -  f 2 (3.2)
where E is the particle total energy and is its three momentum.
Figure 3.10: Invariant mass of the experiment W
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3.1.5 Main Detectors
In the experiment there are eight identical main detectors positioned in eight 
octants, which are arranged symmetrically around the beam line. Their purpose is to 
collect the Cerenkov light that was produced by scattered electrons. Each detector is 
a bar that is made of two thin fused silica detectors with 2 cm lead radiators placed 
in front to generate an electron shower to amplify the generated Cerenkov light in 
the quartz. The entire spectrometer/ detector package consists of a detector, B field, 
and collimator. At the end of each bar, there is a photomultiplier tube (PMT) that 
collects the Cerenkov photons[5] [6]. Figure 3.11 shows a sketch of the detectors, 
octant, and the way that they organized. Figure 3.12 explains how the detectors are 
installed and their place in the experiment.
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Figure 3.11: Sketch of the eight detectors.
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Eight Fused Silica (quartz) Cerenkov 
Detectors- Integrating Mode
Primary Collimator with 8 openings
^  '  35 cm Liquid Hydrogen Target
Polarized Electron Beam, 1.165 GeV, 150 pA, P -  85%
Figure 3.12: The eight detectors as part of the experiment
3.2 Random Number
The simulation was intended to match the physical experiment. Since physical 
experiments in general have many external influences that intervene with the results, 
the simulation has to use all aspects of those external factors. To ensure this happens, 
each simulation was divided into small sub-simulations that ran simultaneously. In 
the programming world, the sub-simulations copied each other and would be identical. 
So, to each sub-simulation, there has been assigned a random number. The purpose 
of it is to force the sub-simulation to not copy each other. The addition of these 
sub-simulations include all the aspects and noises from the simulation package.
3.3 Photoelectrons
Photoelectrons are an essential part of the simulation. Those are the electrons 
that are ejected from the face of the PMT by incident Cerenkov photons. They get 
generated by the PMT after the electron scattered and hit the target. Measuring 
the yield (Section 3.7) depends on photoelectrons, which makes them an important
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part of extracting the N  —> A asymmetry. In the case of yield, the PMTs count 
the amount of Cerenkov light generated in the detector, whereas for the rate only 
the number of events that hit the detector are being counted. That results in low 
photoelectron events to be collected in the rate. Therefore, the rate is not an accurate 
measure for the extracting the asymmetry. Thus the yield being simulated with the 
right amount of photoelectrons is the candidate to extract the asymmetry. Due to the 
PMTs having a hardware mismatch at approximately a 20% level, the experimental 
and simulation yields must be normalized at the elastic peak QTor =  8921A.
3.4 Reaction Types
3.4.1 Electron Proton Radiative Scattering
Electron proton radiative scattering refers to the simulation by event generator 
type 7. It is the dominant event generator in this simulation. It simulates the radiated 
processes. It is divided into three parts: radiated elastic, deep inelastic (simply a label 
to designate A production in e +  p inelastic scattering), and elastic peak. Figure 3.13 
shows this generator type and its parts in simulation. The radiated elastic part has 
the most influence in the simulation, while A production is important to measure the 
aspect of the simulation such as the inelastic fraction (Section 3.10.1). The elastic 
peak part was included in the early stages of this study. However, it failed near the 
elastic peak, therefore it has been replaced by a built-in function inside the simulation 
code, which calculated the electron proton elastic cross section. This code is not part 
of the internal Geant4 framework, but was added in the Qweak application of Geant4 
by Qweak collaborators prior to this study.
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Figure 3.13: Variation of rate (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) from 
generator 7 simulations, compared with data.
3.5 Electron Proton Elastic Scattering
The next step of the simulation was to add the elastic scattering from hydrogen, 
which was called event 1. It plays a huge part of the simulation, and has a big 
impact in the results. It is considered to be, along with event 7 radiated elastic, the 
dominant event seen in the study. The simulation package was modified to include a 
new radiative effect to event 1.
3.5.1 Schwinger Correction Included
As shown in Figure 3.13, the rate simulation matches the physical data rate shape, 
however it over predicts the data at the elastic peak. That is due to the fact that as the
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electrons scatter from the beam in the hydrogen target, they radiate energy. There 
are three types of radiation: before vertex, after vertex, and as electrons interact 
with the protons at the vertex. The first two types of radiation are already built into 
Geant4. However, an internal radiative correction was needed.
Therefore, the Schwinger correction, adapted from the Mo and Tsai formalism[l], 
was added to the elastic generator scripts. The Schwinger correction, including 
a Feynman diagram representing it was described in detail in Chapter 2. Figure 
3.14 shows a comparison between generator 1, elastic LH 2 target, before and after 
Schwinger correction was added. We observe approximately a 15% reduction at the 
elastic peak, as has been seen experimentally in other electron scattering measurements
5 0 0 0
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Figure 3.14: Generator 1 rate (in kHz/uA) with and without the Schwinger Correction 
compared to the data.
The Schwinger correction is represented as a change in the scattering cross section 
summarized in the correction 5,
da




f{9)  =  ln(sin2^-9)ln(cos2^-9) +  $ ( —sin2^-9),
A & Z
(3.5)
where ^ | meas is the measured cross section, % \ b o m  is the lowest order cross section, 
q is the four-momentum transfer, E is the energy of scattered electrons, and AE is a 
parameter which defines the energy range over which the correction is considered to 
be valid.
3.5.2 A Resonance Generator
At the early stages of the simulation, event type 5, which is the A resonance 
generator, was included. It was added to event type 1 and compared to the data. 
Then, they were compared to event type 7. event 7 radiated elastic and deep inelastic 
also includes the A resonance. Moreover, event 7 more closely matched the data. 
Therefore, event 5 was not needed from this point further. Figure 3.22 shows this 
generator combined with generator 1.
3.5.3 Electron Aluminum Generator
Event type 2 is the elastic scattering from aluminum. The simulation package 
was modified to include the new radiative filter to this event type as well. Event 
type 2 was added to the simulation two times. One time, it is included with the 
entrance window of aluminum. The other time, it is included with the exit window 
of aluminum. It was also modified to include the Schwinger correction(Section 3.5.1).
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3.5.4 Pions
The last but not least part of the simulation is to add the pions. Pions were
added to the simulation in three different regions. First, they were partnered with 
the hydrogen reaction region. Second, they were partnered with both the entrance 
and the exit window of the aluminum. The pion effect is very small.
3.6 Rate
Scattering rate is the measured electron rate in the detector. Its hardware implementation 
is that when the PMTs (section 3.1.5) detect Cerenkov photons from both the plus 
and minus sides, the electron rate is measured. Therefore, in the simulation it was 
required that at least one PE (section 3.3) is seen by both PMTs. Figure 3.15 shows 
the different weight of photoelectrons for rate ranging from greater than 0 PEs to 
greater than 4 PEs. Rate can simply be calculated by Equation 3.6
For the Qweak experiment, the detected rate is measured with respect to the kinematics 
of the reaction. It is calculated via this Equation
where 7Z is the scattering rate in the detector, a is the cross section, 0 is the effective 
solid angle of the detector, -if is the luminosity and E  is the energy range over the 
detector acceptance [7].
As was stated in Section 3.2, each simulation was divided into multiple small 





Moreover, the error is calculated via the quadric Equation
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Figure 3.15: Testing the cut of the photoelectrons from greater than 0 to greater 
than 4 on rate (in kHz/uA), the simulation is lower than the data because there was 
a normalization problem between the data and simulation in the early part of this 
study. The normalization was corrected later in the study.
3.7 Yield
The yield is the total number of electrons that are obtained after the electron beam 
hits the target. Unlike rate, yield is weighted by the total number of photoelectrons. 
The yield hardware implementation is that the PMT (Section 3.1.5) detects a Cerenkov
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photon from either the plus or minus sides. Basically it is equal to the rate multiplied 
by the photoelectrons. It is calculated via Equation 3.9:
y  = ^ 4 ^ m ^ ’cose-E ‘) r ^ cose' B ^  (39)
where y  is the scattering yield in the detector, a is the cross section, 9 is the effective 
solid angle of the detector, Jz? is the luminosity, E is the energy range over the detector 
acceptance, and V  is the distribution photoelectrons [7].
The yields that are extracted from the physical experiment are in arbitrary units, 
therefore the simulation yields have to be normalized to match them. The simulation 
yield was normalized by 1 million in Figure 3.16, however, it was not close to the 
data.
1 8 0 0 0
1 6 0 0 0
  S i m u l a t i o n  k H z / u A
D a t a  u V /u A1 4 0 0 0
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6 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
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2000 3 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 7 0 0 0  
Q T o r C u rren t [AJ
Figure 3.16: Physical experiment yield is normalized by 1 million in attem pt to match 
the data since the physical data yield is in arbitrary units, however it didn’t match 
it. Later both the experiment and simulation data were normalized at one point to 
match each other.
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Figures 3.17 and 3.18 compare weighting with total number of photoelectrons 
and with left and right photoelectrons. It was concluded that weighting by total the 
number of photoelectrons is the one we needed. The experimental and simulated 
yields have been normalized to match for QTor =  8000 A. To calculate its error 
Equation 3.8 is used. After the yield is averaged, it gets normalized to match the 
data at the A peak, QTor =  6700 A.
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Figure 3.17: The simulation yield is weighted by left and right PEs > 0.
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Figure 3.18: The simulation yield is weighted by total PEs > 0.
3.8 One Detector Simulation
The first half of this work was limited to one detector to make the testing faster. 
Detector 7 was chosen for this part of the study. Therefore, for all the testing and 
gaining experience, octant 7 was used. In Section 3.9, all 8 octants were introduced. 
All simulations have been performed for two beam energies: 1.16 GeV and 0.877 GeV.
3.8.1 1.16 GeV
At the beginning the simulation was performed using only event generator 7, 
Section 3.4.1. Generator 7 includes the radiated process, elastic, and inelastic events. 
To make it clear, elastic and inelastic event distributions over the detector are shown in 
Figure 3.19[6]. Elastic events correspond to the lower inside rectangle which represents 
the profile of the detector.
Figure 3.19: Elastic (the blue ’’lower” part) vs inelastic (the red ’’upper” part) events 
in the detector.
Later event generator 1, Section 3.5, was added it the simulation. Figure 3.20 
shows the relationship between event generators 1 and 7 at the delta peak, QTor = 
6700 A. In this Figure both simulations were not performed for all QTor currents. 
That was due to event generator 7 didn’t  work well near the elastic peak. Event 
generator 1 produces elastic events, as does the generator 7 elastic peak. Therefore, 
these two event types were compared in Figure 3.21. Event generator 1 was used 
with an energy cut to fix the event generator 7 elastic peak problem. It is clear that 
elastic peak from generator 7 is too high and needs to be edited.
R a t e  T y p e  1 { P M T +  > 0 )  && ( P M T -  > 0 )
<5 5 0 0 0 Rate Type 7(PMT+ >0) && (PMT- >0)
Data
4 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
2000
1000
5 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 9 0 0 02000 3 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
QTor Current {Aj
Figure 3.20: Variation of rate (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) from 
generator 1 and generator 7 simulations, compared with data.
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Figure 3.21: Variation of rate (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) from 
event 1 Rate vs event 7 elastic peak simulations, compared with data.
Figure 3.22 shows that simulation total rate is higher than the experimental 
rate. Therefore, multiple event generators where compared with each other. Event 
generator 5 (Section 3.5.2), was added to the simulation. Its results were added to 
event generator 1. Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23 show that simulation rate and yield 
respectively.
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Figure 3.22: Variation of rate (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) 
from generator 1 without Schwinger correction, generator 5, and generator 7 total 
simulations, compared with data.
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Figure 3.23: Variation of yield as a function of QTor current (A) from event 1 Rate 
vs event 7 yield simulations, compared with data.
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The rate plot shows that generator 1 and 5 approximately match the data, whereas 
event generator 7 is much higher than the data. Event generator 7 data contains the 
A peak, which means that it is an important part of the simulation and cannot be 
-replaced.
Dilution factors, which are the same as inelastic fraction (Section 3.10.1) near the 
A peak were extracted from Figure 3.23 and are shown in Table 3.1. The purpose of 
the dilution factor is to compare the Geant4 simulation with its old version Geant 3. 
Geant 3 and Geant 4 results are almost the same which suggests that this simulation 
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Additionally, one of the ways to compare the simulation to the data is to calculate 
the relative residual. It is calculated by Equation 3.10. Figures 3.24 and 3.25 represent 
the yield and rate relative residuals for event generator 7. The data and simulation 
mostly disagree with each other around the elastic peak. In Figures 3.26 and 3.27 it 
is the relative residual for yield and rate respectively, for event 1 and event 5.
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Figure 3.25: Event generator 7 rate relative residual.
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Figure 3.27: Event generators 1 and 5 rate relative residual.
Event generator 7 is important due to its inelastic events that are not contained in 
any other event generator. Also, event generator 1 is equally important. That is due 
to event generator 7 is designed for radiative and inelastic events, however it is not 
accurate at predicting the elastic events. Therefore, in the simulation we combined 
event generator 1 with 7. A solution was needed to make the best in both event 
generators. Event generator 5 was soon eliminated from this study because event 
generator 7 has most of its characteristics, and event generator 5 has no radiative 
effects included. As for event generator 7, the elastic peak part was replaced with a 
built in function that is valid near the elastic region up to 15 MeV below the elastic 
peak. Finally with the most impact, event generator 1 was modified and a radiative 
correction was added to it. The details can be found in the Schwinger correction 
(Section 3.5.1). There were two formulas to add the radiative correction: Mo and 
Tsai formula[l] or Lightbody and O’Connel formula[16]. Both formulas were tested 
and plotted in Figures 3.28 and 3.29. The Figures conclude that the Mo and Tsai 
fomula results in an approximately 15% correction to the radiated events, while the
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Lightbody and O’Connel formula only added a small correction. Therefore, the Mo 
and Tsai formula was chosen to be added to event generator 1.
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Figure 3.28: Variation of rate (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) from 
generator 1 with and without the Schwinger correction using the Mo and Tsai 
formalism simulations, compared with data.
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Figure 3.29: Variation of rate (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) from 
generator 1 with and without the Schwinger correction using the Lightbody and 
O’Connel formalism simulations, compared with data.
More tests were done on event generator 1 that suggested that a cut on the energy 
is needed. It was proposed that only events generated by higher energy will be used in 
the simulation. Figure 3.30 represents E prime ’’Vertex Energy” and Theta ’’Vertex 
Theta” and all the events that are generated with only a cut on the left and right 
photoelectrons. Then, Figure 3.31 shows the events when the difference between the 
elastic scattered energy and total energy is less than 15 MeV. From the last plot it 
was concluded that a 15 MeV window is wide enough to include all of the elastic peak 
events in generator 1 with the Schwinger correction.
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Figure 3.30: The correlation between vertex energy and theta with cut on left and 
right PEs >0.
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Figure 3.31: The correlation between local vertex energy and global theta with cut 
on left and right PEs >0 and elastic energy < 1 5  MeV.
The final version of event generator 1 is that it contains a radiative correction 
formula and its rate and yield are cut on by energy in addition to the number of PEs. 
The rate for event generator 1 and 7 elastic and A production compared to the data is
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shown in Figure 3.32. In addition, Figure 3.33 shows a comparison between the yield 
data and simulation for the modified event generator 1 and elastic and deep inelastic 
event generator 7. Relative residuals are important to show the difference between 
data and simulation results. Figures 3.34 and 3.35 represent the relative residual for 
rate and yield, respectively. Relative residual is calculated by Equation 3.10.
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Figure 3.32: Variation of rate (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) from 
generator 1 rate with the cut on elastic energy <15 MeV, generator 7 EL and DIS 
simulations, compared with data.
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Figure 3.33: Variation of yield as a function of QTor current (A) from generator 1 
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Figure 3.34: Rate relative residual.
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Figure 3.35: Yield relative residual.
The aluminum end caps were then included. These caps are part of the hydrogen 
target in the physical experiment (for more information review Section 3.5.3). Aluminum 
end caps are added to the simulation by event generator 2. It has little impact on 
the overall results, but we include those events in simulation because they are known 
to be present in the rate and yield in the physical experiment.
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Figure 3.36: Variation of rate (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) from 
generator 1 rate with the cut on elastic energy<15 MeV, generator 2, generator 7 EL 
and DIS simulations, compared with data.
The total rate that includes all three event generators is shown in Figure 3.36. 
Since the aluminum end caps curves are small, Figure 3.37 shows the rate but on a 
log scale to make the aluminum curves clear.
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Figure 3.37: Variation of rate (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) from 
generator 1 rate with the cut on elastic energy<15 MeV, generator 2, generator 7 EL 
and DIS simulations, compared with data. The low QTor discrepancy is due to the 
Moiler scattered electrons. This study didn’t include a Moller generator.
The total yields including the hydrogen target and aluminum end caps are presented 
in Figure 3.38. Total simulation yield is normalized to match the experimental data 
at the elastic peak, QTor =  8921A. The Figure shows that the simulation yield curve 
is matching the shape of the data yield.
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Figure 3.38: Variation of yield as a function of QTor current (A) from generator 1 
rate with the cut on elastic energy<15 MeV, generator 2, generator 7 EL and DIS 
simulations, compared with data.
Figures 3.39 and 3.40 represent the relative residual for rate and yield, respectively. 
Relative residual is calculated by Equation 3.10. Those two Figures help understand 
the relationship between the physical experimental data and the simulation data. As 
shown, the physical experimental data and the simulation data almost match. That 
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Figure 3.39: Rate relative residual.
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Figure 3.40: Yield relative residual.
Since the elastic peak QTor current point is an important point, it gets tested 
to measure the agreement between the simulation and physical data. As shown in
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Figure 3.41, simulation and data at octant 7 are almost equal. That is more evidence 
that the code of the simulation is accurate.
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Figure 3.41: Rate (in kHz/uA) at 8921 A in data and simulation.
Finally, the dilution factor was calculated as the last step to check the accuracy 
of the Geant4 simulations. The elastic dilution factor near the A peak is presented 
by Figure 3.42 and calculated by this Equation
f  =
YPel (3.11)
where /  is the elastic fraction, Yei is the elastic yield from event generators 1 and 7, 
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Figure 3.42: Yield dilution factor around the A peak.
The last step to complete the simulation is to add the pions. A full description 
of pions is in Section 3.5.4. Pions were added in three reaction regions: hydrogen, 
upstream aluminum, and downstream aluminum. Pions have a very small affect on 
the simulation, however, it is added to make the simulation complete and comparable 
to the data. Moreover, at this point event generator 2 in both rate and yield is 
weighted the same way as event generator 1, which is by photoelectrons greater than 
zero and that it has to be cut at 15 MeV below the elastic peak.
Figure 3.43 shows the total simulation including all the effects. All the processes 
are included in this Figure. The physical experimental data and the total simulation 
rate match with no normalization. This leads us to calculate the rate for all the 
octants.
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Figure 3.43: Variation of rate (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) from 
simulations, compared with data
Figure 3.44 shows the total yield after including all the processes. Total yield 
is normalized at the elastic peak, QTor =  8921 A, to match the data. The curves 
match. Therefore, the yield extraction needs to go to the next level, which is for all 
the octants.
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Figure 3.44: Variation of yield as a function of QTor current (A) from simulations, 
compared with data in log scale.
As stated before, relative residuals are needed to clarify the small differences 
between the physical experimental data and simulation data. Figures 3.45 and 3.46 
represent the relative residual for rate and yield, respectively. Relative residual is 
calculated by Equation 3.10. Both Figures show that simulation data nearly matched 
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Figure 3.45: Rate relative residual.
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Figure 3.46: Yield relative residual.
Table 3.2 presents the dilution factors for the octant 7 simulation yield. The 
elastic dilution factor was calculated by Equation 3.11, while the dilution factor was
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calculated by Equation 3.16. The fraction / 4 at Qtor =  6700 A is the elastic dilution 
factor, while / 4 at Qtor =  8921A is the inelastic dilution factor. The fraction f i  at 
Qtor =  6700 A is the aluminum dilution factor at the A peak and f i  at Qtor =  
8921A is the aluminum dilution factor at the elastic peak. The fraction / 5 at Qtor 
=  6700 A is the pion dilution factor at the A peak and /s at Qtor =  8921A is the 
pion dilution factor at the elastic peak. These dilution yield fractions are needed 
to extract the N—>■ A asymmetry. After the dilution factor was calculated, the one 
octant simulation was concluded.





















The second beam energy is 0.877 GeV. Most of the testing and implementation 
was done for beam energy 1.16 GeV described in Section 3.8.1. Both beam energies 
share the same characteristics, therefore the same criteria that was applied to beam 
energy 1.16 GeV simulation will be applied to beam energy 0.877 GeV simulation. 
The purpose of this section is to confirm that the rate and yield from at least one 
octant will match the data for two different energies.
The rate (Section 3.6) was compared to the real experimental rate and plotted 
in Figure 3.47. Figure 3.48 shows the rate on a log scale to emphasize each process. 
There are two different techniques used in the physical experiment to measure the 
rate; scaler and TDC. Each technique gives a different rate. Therefore, the yield is
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compared to the simulation. The simulation data is closer to the scaler data. It does 







Figure 3.47: Variation of rate (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) from 
simulations, compared with data.
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Figure 3.48: Variation of rate (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) from 
simulations, compared with data in log scale.
On the other hand, Figures 3.49 and 3.50 are for the yield. The elastic peak is 
at QTor =  6800 A where the elastic yield is maximum at this energy. Therefore, the 
yield simulation is normalized at that point to match the data. The simulation yield 
matches the curve of the real data.
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Figure 3.49: Variation of yield as a function of QTor current (A) from simulations, 
compared with data.
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Figure 3.50: Variation of yield as a function of QTor current (A) from simulations, 
compared with data on a log scale.
Table 3.3 presents the dilution factors at the A peak for the octant 7 simulation 
yield. The elastic dilution factor was calculated by Equation 3.11, while the dilution 
factor was calculated by Equation 3.16. / 4 is the elastic dilution factor, f i  is the 
aluminum dilution factor, and / 5 is the pion dilution factor. These dilution yield 
fractions are needed to extract the N—> A asymmetry at 0.877 GeV. After the dilution 
factors were calculated, the one octant simulation at 0.877 GeV was concluded.
To conclude the one octant beam energy 0.877 GeV simulation, the dilution factor 
was calculated. Figure 3.51 presents the yield dilution factor near the A peak. The 
dilution factor was calculated by Equation 3.16.
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Figure 3.51: Yield dilution factor near the A peak.
3.9 All Detector Simulation for 1.16 GeV
After all the simulation successfully matched the data, the next step was to apply 
the same simulation parameters to all the octants. In the simulation kit there were 
8 different octants. The number of events was raised to 4 million events so the data 
can be extracted accurately from all octants (with half million events per octant).
The total rate/yield for each octant is the sum of the nine processes for that octant, 
as described in Section 3.4. The error was calculated by the quadric Equation 3.12. 
Each octant rate/yield is unique, however they are very close to the other octants.
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Total Error =




Figure 3.52 shows that all octants simulation rate and data rate. This plot shows 
that all detectors generate almost identical results. The spread between the octants’ 
rates are shown for the A peak and elastic peak in Figure 3.53 and Figure 3.54, 
respectively. Also, the relative residual is calculated for all the octants much respect 
to the real data in Figure 3.55.
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Figure 3.52: Variation of rate (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) from 
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Figure 3.55: Rate relative residual.
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To make sure that the correct processes were used, event 5, Section 3.5.2, was 
brought back to the simulation. It replaced the event generator 7 inelastic part. 
As shown in Figure 3.56 the simulation curves were lower than the data curve. 
Furthermore, the relative residual, Figure 3.57, proves that event generator 5 is not 
the right generator for this simulation.
V
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Figure 3.56: Rate simulation for all octants using event 5.
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Figure 3.57: Rate relative residual when using event 5.
The yield of all octants compared to the data is plotted in Figure 3.58. The 
simulation yield was calculated via the Equations below. First, all octant yields were 
averaged using Equation 3.13. Then, a normalization variable was generated via 
Equation 3.14. Finally, each total octant yield was normalized such as in Equation 
3.15.
= h . + .V +  y» (3.13)
o
n  =  (3.14)
y  all
Ynormalized — 7l(F)) (3.15)
where Y au is the all octant average yield, Y\...Y% are the individual octant yields, 
Ynormalized, is the normalized yield, and the Yt are the different octants’ yields.
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Figure 3.58: Variation of yield as a function of QTor current (A) from all octants 
simulations, compared with data.
The data and simulation yield agree near both the elastic and A peaks. Furthermore, 
to see the agreement between the octants, their octants’ relationship yield is shown 
in Figure 3.59. Finally, the yield relative residual for all the octants relative to the 
real data is plotted in Figure 3.60. This plot shows the relationship between all the 
octants and the real data. This yield relative residual plot includes both simulation 
and data errors, all will ultimately be used to estimate the systematic error on the 
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Figure 3.59: Yield average for all octants.
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Figure 3.60: Yield relative residual.
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3.10 All Octant Simulation for 0.877 GeV
Section 3.8.2 describes and shows the 0.877 GeV simulation for one octant. The 
results of the simulation for all octants for beam energy 0.877 GeV are shown in this 
section.
The rate for all octants compared to the data is shown in Figure 3.61. All octants’ 
rates are almost equal and match the data. The jump seen in Figure 3.61 near Qtor 
=  4700A is due to a hardware configuration change in the physical experiment, in 
which a pre-scale factor was changed for the TDC used in our measurement technique 
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Figure 3.61: Variation of rate (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) from 
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Figure 3.62: 0.877 comparison between rates (in kHz/uA) in different octants.
On the other hand, the 0.877 GeV yields are plotted with the experimental values 
in Figure 3.63. This plot shows that the yields for all octants are similar. Then, 
to check the similarity between the data and simulation, the simulation yield has to 
be normalized to the data. For this beam energy the simulation was normalized to 
match the data for each octant at the elastic peak, QTor =  6800 A.
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Figure 3.63: Variation of yield (in kHz/uA) as a function of QTor current (A) from 
all octants simulations.
Figure 3.64 shows the yield after normalization to the data. The plot shows that 
the each octant yield data from the real experiment matches the simulation yield. 
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Figure 3.64: Variation of yield as a function of QTor current (A) from all octants 
simulations, compared with data.
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Figure 3.65: All octant 0.877 GeV yield relative residual, octant 1 and octant 5 have 
odd shape because the physical experimental data don’t include these two octants.
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3.10.1 Inelastic Fraction
In the physical and simulation experiments, yield and rate had different units. 
Also, they have different width of the electron acceptance window. At the end, 
however, they both need to produce similar results. Similar results does not mean 
exact value and data. It means that the ratio between the data is the same, such 
as the ratio between simulation data and physical data or the ratio between any of 
the processes data. Photoelectrons are important for uncertainty on the inelastic 
fraction. Inelastic fraction is the a critical part of systematic error when extracting 
the N  —y A asymmetry.
To study this futher, the inelastic fraction of the yield and rate was tested. They 
were supposed to be equal. The inelastic fraction was calculated by the Equation
/  =  ^  (3.16)
* t o t
where /  is the inelastic fraction, YA is the A peak yield, and Ytot is the total yield.
For the one octant simulation, beam energy 1.16 GeV, the yield and rate inelastic 
fraction is shown in Figure 3.66. There is a big difference between them, which means 
that they are not equal. The same process was applied to the all octant simulation. 
Figure 3.67 shows that each octant has the same difference between the yield and 
rate’s inelastic fraction. Moreover, even for beam energy 0.877 GeV the same problem 
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Figure 3.66: One octant rate and yield inelastic fraction for 1.16 GeV.
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Figure 3.68: All octants rate and yield inelastic fraction for 0.877 GeV.
The first step to diagnose the problem was to plot the number of photoelectrons 
vs energy. That is to see the amount of light that gets generated from those elastic 
and inelastic events. Figure 3.69 and Figure 3.70 represent the two dimensional plots 
for the number of photoelectrons vs energy for event 1 and event 7, respectively.
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Figure 3.69: Event 1 vertex energy vs number of PEs for octant 7 with cut on PEs 
> 0 at Qtor 6700.











Figure 3.70: Event 7 vertex energy vs number of PEs for octant 7 with cut on PEs 
> 0 at Qtor 6700.
These plots were not clear to read, so one dimensional plots were created. Figure 
3.71 and Figure 3.72 represent the one dimensional plots for the number of photoelectron
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vs energy for event 1 and event 7, respectively, at QTor =  6700A, the peak of the A 
rate and yield. Rates count only events that hit the detector, while yield represents 
the amount of light that is collected by the detector.
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Figure 3.71: Event 1 P E ’s for Qtor =  6700 A, with PEs > 0 .
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Figure 3.72: Event 7 PE’s for Qtor =  6700 A, with PEs > 0.
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Therefore, a new cut was formed on the rate simulation. That cut ensured that 
low light photoelectron events were included. To extract the yield, it allowed the 
photomultiplayer tubes, which are the tubes that generate the photoelectrons, to be 
open to all events that have greater than 0 PEs. On the other hand, for the rate 
extraction, the PMTs had their PE window gradually decreased to allow events with 
photoelectrons greater than 0, 1, 2, 5, 10 and finally 20 to be counted. The result is 
displayed in Figure 3.73. The bottom line is that the inelastic fraction for the yield 
and rate match only when the rate counts the photoelectrons that are greater than 
20. Thus, the very low PE events were affecting the rate inelastic fraction but not 
the yield inelastic fraction. This effect explains the discrepancy between the rate and 
yield inelastic fractions shown on the in Figures 3.66, 3.67, and 3.68.
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Figure 3.73: Rate and yield inelastic fraction with photoelectron cut.
Elastic, aluminum, and pi on fractions were calculated to see the relationship 
between these processes and the total yield. The elastic fraction was calculated via
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Equation 3.11. It is shown in Figure 3.74. All the points were measured at QTor 
=  6700 A. However, for more visible view, the points were offset relative to QTor 
=  6700A. Aluminum and pion fractions were calculated by Equations 3.17 and 3.18, 
respectively. They are presented in Figures 3.75 and 3.76, respectively, as well. Pion 
and aluminum fractions plots are like the elastic plot in the point of the data taken 
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Figure 3.74: Yield elastic fraction at A peak.
/  =  ^  (3.17)
■* tot
/  =  ^  (3.18)
*tot
where /  is the inelastic fraction, Yvion is the pion yield, YAL is the aluminum yield, 
and Ytot is the total yield.
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Figure 3.75: Aluminum elastic fraction at A peak.
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Figure 3.76: Pion elastic fraction at A peak.
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3.11 Bn Model
Another indication of the accuracy of the inelastic fraction was the Qtor dependency 
of the inelastic fraction relative to a measured quantity the transverse asymmetry in 
the N  —> A region known as Bn. The purpose of this section is to outline a model to 
understand the Qtor dependence of the beam normal single spin asymmetry in the 
N  -* A region across the A peak. The goal was to see if the measured asymmetry at 
the lowest Qtor point (6000 A) could be reconciled with those measured at the two 
higher Qtor points (6700 A and 7300 A) with a simple model.
The model is a two component model: the asymmetry of the elastic tail across the 
A peak and at the N  —>• A peak, which is assumed to be one constant value across 
the A peak. To that end, the model can be summarizes as follows:
The measured asymmetry can be written
A — ^el^ cl (o in')
Yei + Y* ( ' ’
where only the elastic and inelastic yields have been taken into account.
In terms of yield fractions, this can be written:
Aneos =  felAei + /a ^ A  =  (l — /a ) A ;  +  / a A v  (3.20)
To find the best value of A a  (or in this case Bn) using the four measured values 
of the asymmetry at the three inelastic points around the A peak and including the 
measured value at the elastic peak (Qtor =  9000 A), we define
2   f  V -' '  { A m odel,i A meaSjj )  .
X ~ ^ N 2?  O  { ' 1
where n  is the number of data points (n =  4 for this case), N  is the number of 
degrees of freedom (N  =  1 here, the value of Bn), AmodeiA is the value of the model
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given in the second Equation above evaluated at each Qtor value, AmeaS}i are the 
measured transverse asymmetries at each Qtor, 8AmeaSti are the statistical errors of 
those measured values, and the sum runs over the 4 Qtor points, y 2 then becomes
2 _  1  ~  f A , i ) A el,i + A j n e a ^ i } 2 / o  O o \
X ~  q 2 ^  XA2 ■
i  0  m eas ,i
The values of /a,, are determined using the simulated values for Yel and Y& at each 
Qtor point. In addition, because we expect the beam normal single spin asymmetry 
to scale with Q (and not Q2), the values of Ae\.t will be taken to be the value measured 
at the elastic peak (Qtor =  9000 A) multiplied by (Qtorj/9000 A). To determine the 
best value of Bn, we minimize chi2 with respect to Bn via
dx  2  \  a  / a , i [ ( 1  fA:i)Aeiti +  fA,iBn A meaS!i]  n  (ri r i 0 ^
Solving analytically for Bn yields
D Xvi /A,i[(l — f&.,i)Aelti ~  Ameas>j\l8Ameaai /Oo/f\
Bn -  -  V  f2 IRA2 ' (3.24)
/-/j J A , i l  meas,i
In order to calculate B n, a choice had to be made for / A,, so we chose Octant 7 
elastic and inelastic yields for this calculation. With this choice, we find a value of 
Bn of
Bn = 34.7 ppm (3.25)
with a resulting y 2/d.o./. of 1.66. Shown in Figure 3.77 is a plot of the inelastic 
fraction in this model for all Qtor values assuming the value of Bn above using the 
Octant 7 elastic and inelastic yields from the simulations. In order to estimate an 
uncertainty on Bn, we varied Bn around the value which minimized y 2 to see how 
much y 2 increased as Bn strayed to values both below and above the value which
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minimized y 2. The result of this study is plotted in Figure 3.78, where x 2/d .o .f. is 
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Figure 3.78: y2/d.o./. vs. Bn around the Bn value which minimized y2.
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We propose that an estimate of the uncertainty on Bn can be obtained by identifying 
by how much Bn can differ from the value which minimized y 2 until y 2/d.o./. reaches 
one unit above its minimum value, consistent with the treatment proposed in the 
Particle Data Group writeup. Based on this assumption, we believe the model error 
estimate of the uncertainty on Bn is ±  3.0 ppm.
Finally, to estimate the simulation contribution to the uncertainty on Bn, we plot 
the inelastic fraction for each octant using the value of Bn which minimized y 2 to see 
the spread in the values of the inelastic fraction at Qtor =  6700 A, and this plot is 
shown in Figure 3.79. From these values at Qtor =  6700 A, we estimate a simulation 
uncertainty of ±  2.9 ppm. To arrive at this value, we took the full spread of values for 
all octants of ±  4.1 ppm, and multiplied by to take into account of the statistical 
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Figure 3.79: The inelastic fraction in Bn model for all Qtor.
Thus, we find a final answer for Bn in this model of
Bn =  34.7 ±  3.0model ±  2.9 simulation ppm. (3.26)
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While the model does well for the inelastic Qtor values of 6700 A and 7300 A, 
it still cannot resolve the discrepancy of the model for Qtor =  6000 A. Considering 
that the model misses the datum at 6700 A by about two standard deviations (one 
standard deviation at the smallest value possible including the error), it is possible 
that the data point simply misses, or there could be an incorrect assumption in 
the model. Two possibilities come to mind for the latter situation: one is that the 
assumption that the inelastic asymmetry is constant over the width of the A peak, or 
that there is a component to the model such as a large unaccounted for asymmetry 
(such as a large single or two pion production asymmetry) that is not included [8].
3.12 Summary
To conclude the rate and yield simulation, below there are plots to show the full 
simulation for all octants. All octants full simulation rate for 1.16 GeV with all its 
processes is shown in Figure 3.80. Figure 3.81 shows all octants full simulation rate for 
0.877 GeV with all its processes. All octants full simulation yield for 1.16 GeV with 
all its processes is shown in Figure 3.82. Figure 3.83 shows all octants full simulation 
yield for 0.877 GeV with all its processes.
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Figure 3.80: 1.16 GeV all actant rate.
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Figure 3.81: 0.877 GeV all octant rate.
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Figure 3.82: 1.16 GeV all octant yield.
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Figure 3.83: 0.877 GeV all octant yield.
In addition, the yield fractions have been calculated for elastic, aluminum and 
pions at the A peak, QTor =  6700A for 1.16 GeV, and QTor =  4650A at 0.877 
GeV, given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. These are required to determine the 
uncertainty in extracting the N-4 A asymmetry for those two beam energies. In 
the next chapter we outline the impact of these yield fractions on extracting these 
asymmetries.
Chapter 4
IMPACT OF SIMULATION ON EXTRACTION OF N-» A 
ASYMMETRIES
Simulation is important to the Qweak experiment because it plays a dominant 
part in extracting the N—> A asymmetries. To extract the asymmetry, first Araw is 
measured in the data then it is corrected. Araw, which is the raw asymmetry taken 
directly from the data stream, is necessary to determine Amsr which will ultimately 
be used in extracting the N-> A asymmetry. The formalization for calculating Amsr 
from Araw is
helicity correlated beam asymmetry, A bb which is the beam-line background asymmetry, 
A i  which is the non linearity induced asymmetry, A t  which is transverse asymmetry, 
A bias is a detector related false asymmetry, and Abimd is simply a constant added to 
Amsr before any analysis to avoid bias during analysis. Also, another variable Rtot is 
needed to be calculated to extract the N—> A asymmetries. It is a combination of 
various experimental radiative correction due primarily to kinematic variations, and 
is calculated as
A,■msr Araw +  A bcm + A beam + A bb + A t + A t + A bias — A bun<i
where A b c m  which is the residual charge asymmetry, A bearn which is the residual
R to t R-dcJ. R-rc R a c c R c y  ' (4.2)
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Finally, the N—> A asymmetry is extracted via
a n^ - r ,0, j
where / i j4|5 are obtained from the simulation, fa is the aluminum fraction at QTor =  
6700 A, fa is the elastic fraction at QTor =  6700 A, fa is the pion fraction at QTor =  
6700 A, while fa is the beam-line background fraction, and fa is the neutral particle 
fraction. Table 4.1 shows the values of / i )4)5 for 1.16 GeV.














Table 4.2 shows the values of f a ^  for 0.877 GeV. fa is the aluminum fraction 
at QTor =  4650 A, / 4 is the elastic fraction at QTor =  4650 A, and fa is the pion 
fraction at QTor =  4650 A.














The correction for At,cm, Abeam, A b b > Ax, A t , and A)Jias will be obtained via 
measurements in the physical experiment and will be done in a later work.
Chapter 5
SUMMARY
This work accomplished a complete simulation of the Qweak experiment using 
Geant4 tools. This simulation was much improved over the last simulation, which 
was performed under Geant3. The simulation included three reaction regions which 
represent the experimental target. These reaction regions are the liquid hydrogen 
target (LH 2), front entrance, and back exit aluminum windows. The simulation also 
used four reaction types: electron proton elastic scattering, electron aluminum elastic 
scattering, electron proton radiative scattering, and electron pion electro-production. 
Electron proton elastic scattering reaction and electron aluminum scattering types 
were modified to include a radiative correction formula.
The simulation was fully done for both beam energies 1.16 GeV and 0.877 GeV. 
The rate and yield of both beam energies were extracted and compared to the physical 
experimental data. The simulation yield was normalized to match the physical 
experiment at the elastic peak. The rate simulation agreed with the physical data 
without normalization, while the yield simulation curve agreed with the physical 
data curve. Furthermore, this work simulated the whole experiment through all eight 
detectors.
From these simulation, the yield fractions from elastic electron proton, electron 
aluminum, and pions at the A peak have been determined, and are necessary to 
extract the PV asymmetries in the N  —> A asymmetry for 1.16 and 0.877 GeV. In
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the process of verifying the validity of these background fractions, we determined the 
best value of a quantity measured during the Qweak equipment: the beam normal 
asymmetry, Bn in the N  —> A transition. Finally, elastic, aluminum, and pion 
yield fractions have been extracted from the background process to get simulation 




This code is event generator 1 function. It is part of the simulation package.
G4double QweakSimEPEvent:: E l a s t i c _ C r o s s _ S e c t io n _ P r o to n  
(G 4double E_in ,
G4double T h e t a ,




G4double Lamda_2 =  0 .7 1 0 ;
G4double M_p =  938.2796  * MeV; / /  p ro to n  mass in  MeV 
G4double mu =  2 .7 9 3 ;
G4double Z =  1 .0 ;
G4double A =  1 .0 ;
G4double M =  M_p*A;
G4double myhbarc =  h b a rc  /  MeV /  fe rm i ;
G4double a lp h a  =  1 .0 /1 3 7 .0 3 5 9 9 9 0 7 4 ;
G4double CC =  m y h b a r c * a lp h a /2 .0 ;
G4double E lec tro n _ M ass  =  0.511 * MeV;
/ /  E -in  u n i t s  is  MeV
c o n s t  G4double t h e t a .m i n  = 0.01 * d e g re e ;  
i f  (T h e ta  < t h e t a .m i n )  {
T h e ta  =  th e ta _ m in ;
G 4 c o u t « ” W arning : ^ E l a s t i c _ C r o s s _ S e c t i o n _ P r o t o n :  
^ ^ t h e t a M e s s  M h a n ”
« t h e t a _ m i n « G 4 e n d l ;
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G 4 c o u t «  ’’W a rn in g :^ ,E la s t i c _ C ro s s _ S e c t io n _ P ro to n  : 
~ w ~~ the ta~ w as~ se t M o ”
«  t h e t a _ m i n « G 4 e n d l ;
}
G4double GTH =  c o s ( T h e t a / 2 . )  ;
G4double STH =  s in  ( T h e t a / 2 . )  ;
G4double T2THE = STH*STH/Cm/CTH;
G4double ETA =  1.0 +  2.0* E_in*STH*STH/M;
E_out =  E_in/ETA;
Q2 =  4.0* E_in* E .o u t  *STH*STH;
G4double ta u  =  Q2/4.0/M /M ;
/ / M o t t  s c a t e r i n g  c r o s s - s e c t i o n  ,
/ / i n c l u d i n g  r e c o i l  c o r r e c t i o n
G4double C ro s s S e c t io n  =  (Z*CC/E Jn*CTH/STH/STH)
* (Z*CC/ E_in *CTH/STH/STH) /ETA;
/ / U n i t s :  u b / s r
G4double Mott =  C ro s s S e c t io n  *10000 .0 ;
/ / C r o s s  s e c t i o n  
G4double GEP_DIPOLE =
1 .0 / ( 1 .0  +  Q 2 /1 .E 6 /L a m d a _ 2 ) / (1 .0 + Q 2 /1 .E 6 /L a m d a _ 2 ) ; 
G4double GMPJ3IPOLE =  GEPJDIPOLE*mu;
G4double FAC =  1 . 0 / ( 1 . 0 + t a u ) ;
/ / T h e  n e x t  two l i n e  is to add s ch wi n ge r  
G4double F u n c t io n o fT h e ta  =
log (STH*STH) * log (CTH*CTH);
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G4double d e l t a .S c h w in g e r  =
( — 2 . 0 * a l p h a / p i ) * ( ( log ( E_in /1 5 .0 )
-  1 3 .0 /1 2 .0 )
* ( log (Q 2/( E le c tro n _ M a ss * E le c t ro n _ M a s s ))  — 1.0)
+  1 7 .0 /3 6 .0  +  F u n c t i o n o f T h e t a / 2 .0 )  ;
/ / G^double om ega.Sch = E .in  — 15;
G4double S ig m a .D ip o le  ;
S ig m a .D ip o le  =  Mott*
(GEPJDIPOLE*GEPJDIPOLE*FACptau*GMPJ)IPOLE*GMP_DIPOLE 
* (FAC+2.*T2THE)) ;
S ig m a .D ip o le  *= (1 .0  +  d e l t a .S c h w in g e r ) ;  
fWeightN =  S ig m a .D ip o le *  s in  (T h e ta )  ; 
r e tu r n  S ig m a .D ip o le  ;
}
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This code is to to send the parameters to the simulation package to perform the 
simulation experiment.
#   -     =
#  Macro f i l e  when ru n in g  in b a tc h  mode
#  (no g r a p h i c a l  o u tp u t )
#
#  u sag e :
#  Macro f i l e  fo r  3 - p a s s  ru n n in g
n -■■■■■■■■............ -  =
#  T h is  t u r n s  o f f  p r o c e s s e s  fo r  a l l  p a r t i c l e s  
^ / p r o c e s s / i n a c t i v a t e  msc
# / p r o c e s s / i n a c t i v a t e  eBrem 
# / p r o c e s s / i n a c t i v a t e  compt 
# / p r o c e s s / i n a c t i v a t e  e lo n i  
# / p r o c e s s / i n a c t i v a t e  phot 
# / p r o c e s s / i n a c t i v a t e  Cerenkov
#  or you can tu r n  i t  o f f  on ly  fo r  e l e c t r o n s  
# / p a r t i c l e / s e l e c t  e—
# /  p a r t i c l e  /  p ro c e ss /d u m p  
# / p a r t i c l e / p r o c e s s / i n a c t i v a t e  3
#  l o a d / e x e c u t e  t h i s  macro:
/ c o n t r o l /  e x e c u te  m yQ w eakC onfiguration  . mac
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#  S e le c t  th e  t r a c k i n g  f la g
#  0: Allow p r im a r i e s  only  ( d e f a u l t )
#  1: Allow p r im a r i e s  and o p t i c a l  p h o to n s  only
#  2: t r a c k  a l l  p r im a r ie s  and t h e i r  s e c o n d a r i e s
^ e x c e p t  o p t i c a l  p h o to n s
#  3: t r a c k  a l l  p r im a r i e s  and t h e i r  s e c o n d a r i e s
#
# /T r a c k i n g A c t i o n / T r a c k i n g F l a g  0 
# /T r a c k i n g A c t i o n / T r a c k i n g F l a g  1 
# /T r a c k i n g A c t i o n / T r a c k i n g F l a g  2 
/ T r a c k in g A c t io n /T r a c k in g F la g  3
# /  A n a ly s is /R o o tF i le N a m e  QweakSimNew. ro o t  
/ A n a ly s i s /R o o tF i l e S te m  QwSim3pass
/E v e n tG e n /S e le c tO c ta n t  7
m m n i m  ti n it n ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii a ii ii ti ii ii ii ii tm ip
#  3—p ass  beam s e t t i n g s  
/E ven tG en /S e tB eam E nergy  3.35 GeV 
/ M a g n e t i c F i e l d / S e t A c t u a l C u r r e n t  9000 A 
/E v e n tG e n /S e tT h e ta M in  5.5 deg ree  
/E v en tG e n /S e tT h e taM a x  12 deg ree  
/E v en tG en /S e tE P rim eM in  0 .95 GeV 
/E ven tG en /S e tE P rim eM ax 1.25 GeV 
/E v e n tG e n /S e le c tR e a c t io n T y p e  7
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/ T r i g g e r / D i s a b l e  cer 
/ T r i g g e r / E n a b l e  a l l
# / r u n / v e r b o s e  2 
# / t r a c k i n g / v e r b o s e  2 
/run /beam O n 100
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This code is to extract the rate, or any other kinematics, from Root. To get the 
information of any kinematics, just change the command inside the draw command.
{
# i n c l u d e < m a t h . h>
TCanvas * canvas  [20];
TChain * t r e e  =  new T C h a in (” QweakSimG4_Tree” ) ;
TChain * t r e e 2  =  new T C h a in ( ” QweakSimG4_Tree” ) ;
TChain * t r e e 3  =  new T C h a in ( ” QweakSimG4_Tree”
TChain * t r e e 4  =  new T C h a in ( ” QweakSimG4_Tree”
TChain * tre e S  =  new T C h a in ( ” QweakSimG4_Tree”
TChain * t r e e 6  =  new T C h a in ( ” QweakSimG4_Tree”
TChain * t r e e 7  =  new T C h a in ( ” QweakSimG4_Tree”
TChain * t r e e 8  =  new T C h a in ( ” QweakSimG4_Tree”
TChain * t r e e 9  =  new T C h a in ( ” QweakSimG4_Tree”
TChain * t r e e l 0  =  new TChain ( ” QweakSimG4_Tree” ) ;
t r e e —>Add(” myll60QtorScanA110cE7LH2_2000 *. r o o t ” ) ; 
t re e 2  —>Add(” myll60QtorScanA110cE7LH2_2500 *. r o o t ” ) ; 
t re e 3  —>Add(” myll60QtorScanA110cE7LH2_3000 *. r o o t ” ) ; 
t r e e 4 —>Add(” myll60QtorScanA110cE7LH2_3500 *. r o o t ” ) ; 
t r e e 5 —>Add(” m yll60Q torScanA 110cE7LH 2_4000*. r o o t ” ) ; 
t r e e 6 —>Add(” m yll60Q torScanA 110cE7LH 2_4500*. r o o t ” ) ; 
t r e e 7 —>Add(” m yll60Q torScanA 110cE7LH 2_5000*. r o o t ” ) ; 
t r e e 8 —>Add(” m yll60Q torScanA 110cE7LH 2_5500*. r o o t ” ) ; 
t r e e 9 —>Add(” m yll60Q torScanA 110cE7LH 2_6000*. r o o t ” ) ; 
t r e e l O —>Add(” myll60QtorScanA110cE7LH2_6500 *. r o o t ” ) ;
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o fs t r e a m  m yfile  , m yfile  , m yfile  , m y fi leP eak  , 
m y f i l e e r r o r  , m y f i l e e r r o r  , m y f i l e P e a k e r r o r  ; 
m y f i le  . open ( ” R a te P io n R lg l5 0 7  . t x t ” ) ; 
m y f i l e e r r o r  . open ( ” R a te P io n R lg l5 0 7 e r r o r  . t x t ” ) ;
fo r  ( I n t _ t  i =  1; i <=1 /*  v a r . c o u n t * / ; i+ + )  { 
i f  ( i — 1)
{
canvas  [ i ] =  new T C anvas(F orm (” Rate%d” , i ) ,
F orm (” Rate_%d” , i ) ,600 ,600) ;
canvas  [ i]—> D iv id e  ( 8 ,6 )  ;
for  ( I n t _ t  pad =  1; pad <=  10; pad++) { 
canvas  [ i]—> c d (p a d )  ;
i f  (pad =  1){
t r e e  —>Draw (” Cerenkov .PMT. PM TTotalRate [7] ~ » y ” ,
” Cerenkov ,PMT.PMTTotalNbOfPEs[7] > 2 0 ” ) ; 
D o u b le . t  y_Rate=y—>GetMean () *y—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ;
D o u b le . t  y _ e r ro r= y —>G etM eanE rror () *y—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ;
}
i f  (pad==2){
tre e 2  —>Draw(” Cerenkov .PMT. PM TTotalRate [ 7] u » y 2 ” ,
” Cerenkov .PMT. PMTTotalNbOfPEs[7] > 2 0 ” ) ; 
D o u b le . t  y_Rate2=y2—>GetMean() *y2—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ; 
D o u b le . t  y . e r r o r  2=y2—>G etM eanE rror () *y2—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ;
}
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i f  (pad==3){
tre e 3 -> D ra w (” Cerenkov .PMT. PM TTotalRate [7] J » y 3 ” ,
” Cerenkov .PMT. PMTTotalNbOfPEs[7] > 2 0 ” ) ; 
D o u b le . t  y_Rate3=y3—>GetMean() *y3—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ; 
D o u b le . t  y . e r r o r 3 = y 3 —>G etM eanError () *y3—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ;
}
i f  (pad==4){
t r e e 4 —>D raw (” Cerenkov .PMT. PM TTotalRate [7] ~ » y 4 ” , 
’’Cerenkov .PMT.PMTTotalNbOfPEs[7] > 2 0 ” ) ;  
D o u b le . t  y_Rate4=y4—>GetMean() *y4—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ; 
D o u b le . t  y _ e r ro r4 = y 4 —>G etM eanE rror () *y4—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ;
}
i f  (pad  ==5){
t r e e 5 —>Draw(” Cerenkov .PMT. PM TTotalRate [7] J » y 5 ” ,
” Cerenkov .PMT. PMTTotalNbOfPEs[7] > 2 0 ” ) ; 
D o u b le . t  y_R ate5=y5—>GetMean() *y5—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ; 
D o u b le . t  y _ e r ro r5 = y 5 —>G etM eanError () *y5—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ;
}
i f  (pad  =  6){
t r e e 6 —>Draw (” Cerenkov .PMT. PM TTotalRate [7] J » y 6 ” ,
” Cerenkov .PMT. PMTTotalNbOfPEs [7] > 2 0 ” ) ; 
D o u b le . t  y_Rate6=y6—>GetMean() *y6—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ; 
D o u b le . t  y _ e r ro r6 = y 6  —> G etM eanE rror () *y6—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ;
}
i f  (pad  =  7) {
t r e e 7 —>D raw (” Cerenkov .PMT. PM TTotalRate [7] ~ » y 7 ” ,
” Cerenkov .PMT. PMTTotalNbOfPEs[7] > 2 0 ” ) ;
D o u b le . t  y_Rate7=y7—>GetMean () *y7—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ; 
D o u b le . t  y _ e r ro r7 = y 7 —>G etM eanError () *y7—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ; 
}
i f  (pad  =  8){
t r e e 8 —>Draw (” Cerenkov .PMT. PM TTotalRate [7] ^ » y 8 ” ,
” Cerenkov .PMT. PMTTotalNbOfPEs[7] > 2 0 ” ) ; 
D o u b le . t  y_Rate8 =y8—>GetMean() *y8—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ; 
D o u b le . t  y _ e r ro r8 = y 8 —>G etM eanE rror () *y8—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ; 
}
i f  (pad  =  9){
t r e e 9 —>Draw(” Cerenkov .PMT. PM TTotalRate [7] ~ » y 9 ” ,
” Cerenkov .PMT. PMTTotalNbOfPEs[7] > 2 0 ” ) ; 
D o u b le . t  y_Rate9 —y9—>GetMean() *y9—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ; 
D o u b le . t  y _ e r ro r9 = y 9 —>G etM eanE rror () *y9—> G e tE n t r i e s  () ;
}
i f  (pad  =  10){
tre e lO  —>Draw(” Cerenkov .PMT. PM TTotalRate [7] ^ » y l 0 ” ,
” Cerenkov .PMT. PMTTotalNbOfPEs[7] > 2 0 ” ) ; 
D o u b le . t  y_RatelO =ylO —>GetMean() * y l0 —> G e tE n t r i e s  () ; 
D o u b le . t  y _ e rro r lO = y lO -> G etM e an E rro r  () * y lO -> G e tE n tr ie s  
}}}}
m y file  «  y .R a te  «  ” \ n ” «  y_Rate2 «  ” \ n ”
«  y .R a te 3  «  ” \ n ” «  y_Rate4 «  ” \ n ”«  y_Rate5 
«  ” \ n ”«  y_Rate6 «  ” \ n ”«  y_Rate7 «  ” \ n ”«  y_Rate8 
«  ” \ n ”«  y_Rate9 «  ” \ n ”«  y .R a te lO  «  ” \ n ” ;
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m y f i l e e r r o r  «  y . e r r o r  «  ” \ n ”«  y . e r r o r 2 «  ” \ n ”
«  y . e r r o r 3  «  ” \ n ”«  y _ e r r o r 4  «  ” \ n ”«  y _ e r r o r 5  
«  ” \ n ”«  y _ e r r o r 6  «  ” \ n ”«  y . e r r o r 7 «  ” \ n ”«  y _ e r r o r 8  
«  ” \ n ”«  y _ e r r o r 9  «  ” \ n ”«  y . e r r o r l O  « ” \ n ” ;
}
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